CEREC - SINGLE VISIT DENTISTRY

QUALITY & SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
• Ceramic crowns look and feel more like a
real tooth- no dark edges are visible like
conventional crowns.

BETTER, STRONGER
PROTECTION

Crowns are designed to be a
permanent solution to broken, weak
or damaged teeth. The crown or ‘cap’
fits over the remains of the existing
tooth and restores its original size,
shape and strength whilst also
improving its appearance.

• Ceramic is very close to the hardness of
natural teeth, thus preventing wear of
the tooth, which often occurs with other
materials.

We custom make each crown using
either traditional methods or by using the
incredibly advanced CEREC system which
allows us to design, create and place your
new crown in a single appointment, and
without needing to make impressions!
The CEREC system is also ideal for
creating inlays for replacing your
traditional amalgam fillings with
more natural looking white fillings.

SINGLE VISIT DENTISTRY

• Ceramic is very well tolerated so allergic
reactions are rare unlike other methods and
materials.
• The CEREC method is safe and gentle.
Only the decayed tooth surface is removed,
preserving the remaining healthy tooth
substance.

SPEAK TO A MEMBER OF OUR
TEAM TODAY ABOUT CEREC ON
028/048 4175 2220

Many people dislike having to bite onto an
impression tray for several minutes which can
sometimes cause a numb mouth or aching
jaw. With the CEREC system we use a cuttingedge fully 3D digital camera that captures a
highly detailed impression of your mouth and
transfers it to a computer- all within a few
seconds.
This 3D image is then used to design your
ceramic restoration and in 30 to 40 minutes
your new crown is ready for placement.
Finally, we fit, polish and bind your new ceramic
crown to your tooth and that’s it.
No temporary crown and no return visit is
necessary!

Speak to us to see which treatment
is best for you.

CEREC - THE PROCESS
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CEREC enables us to insert incredibly natural
looking ceramic crowns or partial crowns in a
single session using the most advanced stateof-the art technology.
The results are a more realistic crown that’s
custom made and inserted in only one visitwhich means no uncomfortable impressions
and no temporary crowns!

THE CEREC ADVANTAGE
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After the consultation, a camera
captures the areas to be treated.
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Afterwards, the restoration created on the computer is
subsequently millec from a ceramic block.

The dental prothesis is then created as a
3D model on the computer.
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Just a little while later, the finished
ceramic restoration is inserted.
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